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Abstract
Perceiving, anticipating and responding to the actions of another person are fundamentally
entwined processes such that seeing another’s movement can prompt automatic imitation, as in
social mimicry and contagious yawning. Yet the direct-matching of others’ movements is not
always appropriate, so this tendency must be controlled. This necessitates the hierarchical
integration of the systems for action mirroring with domain-general control networks. Here we use
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and computational modelling to examine the topdown and context-dependent modulation of mirror representations and their influence on motor
planning. Participants performed actions that either intentionally or incidentally imitated, or
counter-imitated, an observed action. Analyses of these fMRI data revealed a region in the midoccipital gyrus (MOG) where activity differed between imitation versus counter-imitation in a
manner that depended on whether this was intentional or incidental. To identify broader cortical
network mechanisms underlying this interaction between intention and imitativeness, we used
dynamic causal modelling to pose specific hypotheses which embody assumptions about interareal interactions and contextual modulations. These models each incorporated four regions medial temporal V5 (early motion perception), MOG (action-observation), supplementary motor
area (action planning), and anterior insula (executive control) – but differ in their interactions and
hierarchical structure. The best model of our data afforded a crucial role for the anterior insula,
gating the interaction of supplementary motor area and MOG activity. This provides a novel brain
network-based account of task-dependent control over the integration of motor planning and
mirror systems, with mirror responses suppressed for intentional counter-imitation.
Keywords: Mirror neuron system; executive control; sensorimotor; perception; action observation;
fMRI; dynamic causal modelling; effective connectivity
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Introduction

Interacting with others is the quintessential human experience. Dyadic interactions rely upon
anticipating, perceiving and interpreting the actions of another person while concurrently
preparing and executing one’s own actions. The understanding of perception-action integration has
been heavily influenced by research on so-called ‘mirror neurons’, first documented in non-human
primates (Ferrari and Rizzolatti, 2014). The human “mirror neuron system” is a constellation of
fronto-parietal regions that were traditionally thought to subserve motor control yet have since
been shown to also respond to observing the actions of others (Molenberghs et al., 2012), and
forms part of a wider action observation network which extends into the temporo-occipital cortices
(Caspers et al., 2010). Previous research suggests that the mapping of an external agent’s actions
on to the sensorimotor system helps pre-empt the likely movements, affordances, and goals of that
agent (Ferrari and Rizzolatti, 2014; Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 2010). Furthermore, this “motor
resonance” prompts self-made actions in response to the actions of an external agent, particularly
priming imitative and complementary movements (Molenberghs et al., 2009). Automatic imitation
is thought to reflect this internal mirroring of visuo-motor stimuli that either interferes or enhances
response preparation (Heyes, 2011). Yet humans do not simply copy each other. Rather, contextual
cues to the relevance of mirroring another’s actions for particular goals influence response
preparation (e.g. a boxing match distinctly requires complementary and even opposing responses).
The preparatory inhibition of automatic imitation in contexts where copying another’s movement
is counter-productive has become the topic of substantial research (Bardi et al., 2015; Brass et al.,
2009; 2001; Cross and Iacoboni, 2014a; 2014b; Cross et al., 2013).
The mirror neuron system is integrated within a hierarchy of other functional systems, including
executive control networks (Campbell and Cunnington, 2017). Such integration must be adaptive,
balancing automatic mirroring versus inhibition in a dynamic and contextually sensitive manner.
We recently used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to disambiguate mechanisms for
the top-down suppression of mirror representations when imitation was contrary to task demands
(intentional counter-imitation), as distinct from a response that incidentally mismatched a taskirrelevant stimulus (Campbell et al., 2018). The paradigm was thus a modified automatic imitation,
stimulus-response (SR) compatibility paradigm (Brass, Bekkering, Wohlschläger, & Prinz, 2000;
Cross & Iacoboni, 2014b). The classical SR compatibility effect is observed behaviourally as faster
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reaction times when performing a response that is congruent with the imperative stimulus, than
when the response is incongruent, even if this SR congruence is task-irrelevant (Prinz, 1997;
Zwickel and Prinz, 2012). When applied to action mirroring and automatic imitation this reaction
time benefit occurs for imitatively congruent SR pairs, over non-imitative/incongruent SR pairs
(Brass, Bekkering, Wohlschläger, & Prinz, 2000; Heyes, 2011). Our analysis of this fMRI dataset
revealed an assemblage of frontal regions that were recruited more strongly when counterimitation was intentional than when it was incidental. These regions derived largely from the
“cingulo-operculum control network” (Dosenbach et al., 2008). Furthermore, a cluster of regions
in the middle occipital gyrus and angular gyri displayed an interaction between task-relevance
(intentional versus incidental) and counter-imitation versus imitation. We interpreted this
interaction as reflecting the boosting of mirror-matched visual representations of observed actions
when these were explicitly task relevant, to aid the preparation of an imitative response to the
stimulus action (Campbell et al., 2018). This is consistent with the contribution of the inferior
parietal lobule to the frontoparietal mirror neuron system for visuo-motor integration of observed
actions (Ferrari and Rizzolatti, 2014; Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 2010), yet also extends beyond the
classical ‘mirror neuron’ front-parietal areas and into the wider action observation network
(Caspers et al., 2010; Molenberghs et al., 2012).
Whilst informative, task-related activations do not reveal the broader network interactions enacting
the sensitive and contextual nature of adaptive mirror responsivity. These rely on directed and
mutual interactions, and their contextual up- or down-regulation. Here we used dynamic causal
modelling (DCM) for fMRI to map out a biologically plausible neural model to understand
adaptive and context-dependant mirroring by exploring the cortical mechanisms underlying our
previous analysis (Campbell et al., 2018).
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Methods
Participants and behavioural paradigm

Twenty-four neurologically healthy, right-handed adults (13 females; mean age = 23.5, SD=3.3
years) participated in this study (Campbell et al., 2018). The study had Institutional human research
ethics approval and participants provided written informed consent. Behavioural response
recordings were unreliable for four participants. As such, behavioural effects were tested on a subsample of 20 participants. However, the fMRI analysis was based on the full sample of 24.
As previously described, this task required participants to respond to action observation with
concurrent action execution (Campbell et al., 2018). Stimulus and response actions were based on
two contradictory movements: hand opening or hand closing gestures (Fig. 1A). Participants were
instructed to respond in one of four ways – to open or close their own hand, or to copy or oppose
the observed action. This congruence (match/mismatch) between observed and executed actions,
was controlled to be equally likely on any trial. Distinct from other SR compatibility paradigms
(Brass, Bekkering, Wohlschläger, & Prinz, 2000; Cross & Iacoboni, 2014b), we manipulated the
task-relevance of stimulus-response (SR) congruence, with automatic (and counter-imitation) or
incidental imitation compared to intentional imitation (and counter-imitation). Our paradigm was
designed to distinguish preparatory versus reactive inhibition of mirroring by separating the
processes of incidentally observing a mismatching action from intentionally counter imitating it.
As we reported previously (Campbell et al., 2018), we showed a classic behavioural effect of
slowed reaction times for mismatched versus matched responses, across both incidental and
intentional conditions (Fig. 1B).
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Figure 1: A. Event related experimental design. Comprised four trial types in a 2x2 factorial design:
task-relevance (incidental/intentional) x SR congruence (imitation/counter-imitation). Participants
were instructed to perform the cued response as soon as the movement in the video was detected. Thus
SR pairs being the same or opposing actions was either incidental (when participants were cued to
perform ‘open’ or ‘close’ movements regardless of the presented action) or intentional (with the
stimulus action being explicitly task-relevant given participants were cued to either ‘copy’ or ‘oppose’
the presented action). ITI: inter-trial interval. B. Reaction time effects: Box plots indicate group mean
and standard deviation, grey dots showing individual participant means for each condition. **
p<0.001; *p<0.05; NS: Non-significant. Note: reaction time data analysed for a subsample, n=20, as
response recording was unreliable for 4 participants.

2.2

Data-acquisition

Functional MRI images were acquired with gradient-echo echo-planar imaging simultaneous
multi-slice acquisition sequence with the following parameters: 44 axial slices (multiband
acceleration factor 4); echo-time (TE)=32.0ms; repetition-time (TR)=700ms; flip-angle (FA)=70°;
pixel bandwidth 1698; field-of-view=200×200mm; 74×74 voxel matrix; 3.0×3.0×3.0 mm3 with
10% slice gap, whole brain coverage. Structural scans were acquired for alignment and coregistration to MNI space (MP2RAGE sequence, TE=2.32ms, TR=1900ms, FA=9°, 256×256
cubic matrix, voxels = 0.9×.09×0.9mm3).
Infrared motion-capture was used to record reaction time and monitor accuracy (Qualisys Motion
Capture system with Qualisys Track Manager software). Two wall-mounted infrared cameras
recorded the changing position of markers attached to participants’ thumb and index finger (250
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frames per second) from 200ms before stimulus presentations until the end of the response period.
Thus the X,Y, Z trajectories of the markers (as moving X, Y, Z plane coordinates) indicated action
onsets relative to stimulus-onset and was used to quantify reaction-times. The movement onset for
each participant, for each trial was defined as the time point when acceleration exceeded one-tenth
of a standard deviation of that participant’s moving average (Campbell et al., 2018; Mehrkanoon
et al., 2014) reflecting a marked deviation from the participant’s starting rest position. The motion
capture recordings from four participants were unreliable with less than a 30 percent of trials in
each condition, and so reaction-time analysis was based on a subsample of 20 participants.
2.3

fMRI Pre-processing and General Linear Modelling

The functional MRI were acquired and pre-processed as previously described (Campbell et al.,
2018). Pre-processing included: spatial realignment (6-degree affine transformation to the first
image of the first scan for head-movement correction); co-registration of each individual’s mean
functional MRI image to their T1 image; spatial normalisation based on T1 image (nonlinear
transformation to MNI space using the SPM8 segment process); re-slicing to 2 x 2 x 2 mm3, and
spatial smoothing (6mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian kernel); all applied in SPM8 (Wellcome
Department of Imaging Neuroscience, Institute of Neurology, London, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm)
and implemented in MATLAB (R2015b, Mathworks).
The GLM design matrix was built on the four task conditions: Intentional Imitation, Incidental
Imitation, Intentional Counter-imitation and Incidental Counter-imitation (Campbell et al., 2018),
Each condition was compared to the implicit baseline of fixation during intervals between trials.
Haemodynamic response functions were modelled for the onset of action stimuli, covering periods
of both action preparation and response execution. Here we used a 2x2 Flexible Factorial design
to test for the separate main effects of SR congruence (imitation/congruent versus counterimitation/incongruent) and of task-relevance (intentional versus incidental) and the interaction
between these factors.
2.4

Modelling Effective Connectivity

We used dynamic causal modelling (DCM Friston et al., 2003a) to examine effectivity connectivity
between the brain areas implicated in task-dependent modulation of mirror representations within
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the action observation network. DCM embodies effective connectivity by causal terms in a
differential equation (Friston et al., 2003b; Stephan & Friston, 2010) with one state for each node
and user specified parameters for: i) the driving inputs onto specific regions, ii) intrinsic
connections between regions, and iii) task-dependent modulators of these interactions in order to
frame plausible hypotheses for cortical networks (Stephan et al., 2008; Kahan and Foltynie, 2013;
Stephan et al., 2010). Nonlinear DCM incorporates hierarchical relationships between regions,
such that one region influences the effective connections between another pair of regions (Stephan
et al., 2008). Given our goal of explaining an interaction effect between SR congruence and
intentionality, we focused on positing nonlinear models of modulation, with only one bilinear
design for comparison.
DCM was implemented with SPM12 in MATLAB 2015b, and involves two steps. Firstly, a userspecified model design based on task-related BOLD responses reflected in GLM analysis,
combined plausible network hypotheses motivated by prior knowledge. Finally, data-driven model
comparison based on the probabilistic evidence for each model within this user-defined model
space to identify the model which best explains the observed data (Stephan, et al. 2010).
2.4.1

Model specification

Firstly, BOLD-signal time courses were extracted from voxels-of-interest (VOIs) that were
selected based on our group-level flexible factorial contrast as showing significant task-related
responses to the main and interaction effects of our paradigm (See Results Fig. 2, and
Supplementary Information section S1.1 for details of node selection). These VOIs were
functionally defined for each participant, as 6mm spheres around these group peak-coordinates
within structurally defined areas as per Automatic Anatomical Labelling toolbox, AAL (TzourioMazoyer et al., 2002). Our network nodes were restricted to left-hemisphere areas, being
contralateral to the hand used to perform the task.
Our final network design, on which all our subsequent models of effectivity connectivity are built,
is hence composed of the following nodes: Area V5/MT, MOG, SMA and anterior insula cortex
from the left hemisphere, with respective peak coordinates: [-44 -66, 12]; [-28, -66, 26]; [-4, 14,
48]; [-30, 20, 2] in MNI space (refer to Fig.2 and Supplementary Information Tables S1,2 for peak
statistics). Our hypotheses were framed in terms of four integrated systems, with a node from each
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functional network captured by these VOIs of our base-model: 1. low-level visual perception of
motion (V5/MT); 2. action observation processing (MOG); 3. motor preparation (SMA); and 4.
higher-order cognitive control functions (anterior insula).
Networks of effective connectivity between these nodes and their modulation were specified to
explain our GLM results in terms of functional integration. These are motivated and described
below, in Results, Section 3.2 (further details for the background rationale and the literature base
for these choices are provided in Supplementary Information S1).
2.4.2

Model Selection

We performed model-wise Bayesian Model Selection (BMS) using random-effects analysis
(Stephan et al., 2009; Stephan & Friston, 2010) to select from our 48 hypothesised DCMs, the
model that was most likely to explain the task-dependent modulation of mirror responses to
observed actions in our data. We employed random effects analysis, which assumes participants
may have significant neural or strategic differences to allow for maximal inter-subject variability
(Stephan et al., 2010; Marreiros et al., 2010; Penny, 2012).
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Results

As previously reported (Campbell et al., 2018), our behavioural dataset revealed stimulus-response
congruence effects in reaction times (Fig. 1B). Responses were faster for matching SR pairs than
for mismatching (F(1,19) = 5.817, p=0.026, partial η2 =0.234) and faster for incidental compared to
intentional responses (F(1,19), p< .0001, partial η2 = 0.885). There as no significant interaction
between intention/incidental and match/mismatch task factors (F (1,19) =0.128, p=0.724).
Factorial GLM analyses of the functional MRI data have been reported previously (Campbell et
al., 2018) but are repeated here since the functionally segregated responses form the bases for our
DCM models. Significant differences were observed between imitative and counter-imitative
actions bilaterally in the anterior insula and left inferior frontal gyrus, and between intentional and
incidental responses in the supplementary motor area (SMA; Fig. 2). Activations in these frontal
regions were greater for intentional counter-imitation than for incidental mismatching (Fig. 2B).
There was an interaction effect for SR congruence and task-relevance within a cluster across
angular gyrus of the inferior parietal lobule and MOG (purple cluster, Fig. 2A). The local maxima
of significant signal-change within this parietal-occipital cluster was in the MOG (-28, -66, 26),
nearing the intraparietal sulcus (Choi et al., 2006). Summary of peak statistics for main effects and
interactions are detailed in the Supplementary Information Tables S1 and S2.
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Figure 2: BOLD task effects. A) Main effects of SR congruence (match/mismatch) and taskrelevance (intentional/incidental; p<0.001, FWE-corrected) and the interaction between these
factors (p<0.05, FWE-corrected); all with cluster extent threshold of 25 voxels. B) Beta-estimates
by task conditions. Colours denote conditions, blues: imitation, reds: counter-imitation; lighter
shades: incidental responses; darker shades: intentional responses. All regions responded to the
task itself, with the V5 peak voxel showing equal change across conditions. The left insula cortex
peak [-30, 20, 2] displayed a main effect of SR congruence, and was greatest for SR mismatch.
The SMA peak [-4, 14, 48] BOLD showed a main effect of task-relevance, with greatest change
for intentional over incidental. The MOG peak [-28, -66, 26] showed an interaction between these
two factors, with strongest effect evoked for intentional imitation, and a weaker effect for all other
conditions. C) Dynamic causal models were constructed to explain these effects building on a basic
model network architecture between these four regions (image created in Brainnet Viewer, Xia,
Wang, & He, 2013).
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Dynamic causal modelling

To study the mechanisms underlying these effects, we constructed 48 distinct dynamic causal
models (DCMs) comprised of four families, each of which embodied specific hypotheses
accounting for SR congruence and task-relevance, and the interaction between them. Network
nodes were selected from four regions: medial temporal area V5, MOG, SMA and anterior insula.
We restricted our model to left-hemisphere areas, being contralateral to the hand participants used
to perform the task. The edges between the four nodes of our model were identical across all
models in the model-space (see Supplementary Information section S1.2 for further details). The
MOG and insula regions were modelled as being fully connected, with bidirectional connections
linking both regions to all other regions (Fig. 2C). To capture the distinct phases of early action
observation and motor planning, edges between the SMA and V5 were not included. Thereafter all
families modelled cleaved into the following families:
A: Driving inputs: The driving inputs to the network (the imperative stimulus of the observed
movement onset) framed two hypotheses testing whether a single-input or dual-inputs model had
most explanatory power. The first half of model space (Fig. 3A1, DCMs 1 to 24) included both a
driving input to the V5 node, and a driving-input to the SMA capturing lower level motor plans.
The second half of the model space (Fig. 3A2, DCMs 35 to 48) included only a visual driving
input to area V5.
B. Main effect of SR congruence on the Insula: The next family of models embodied different
hypotheses to account for the greater activity in the insula during SR congruence. This was
achieved through parametric modulation of the connections to the insula according to the presence
of SR congruence: Separate model families included modulation of either the connection of the
SMA to the insula (Fig. 3.B1), the MOG to insula (B2) or the V5 to insula connection (B3). Thus,
this family subdivision tested whether SR congruence was processed within the insula in terms of
low-level motion perception (V5 to Ins, B1), motor preparation (SMA to Ins., B2) or action
observation processes (MOG to Ins., B3).
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Figure 3: Model space of 48 DCMs constructed with each combination of separate hypotheses
for: A) 2 hypotheses for driving inputs with either single (to V5) or dual (to both V5 and SMA)
designs (grey arrows indicate driving inputs); B) 3 designs testing for SR congruence effect
modulating connections to the insula cortex; C) 2 designs testing for the modulation of the SMA
self-connection by task-relevance (intentional/incidental responses); and D) 4 designs to test for
the insula gating incoming connection to the MOG, via nonlinear modulation (purple dashed lines
indicate gating connection, absence indicates no modulation).

C: Task-relevance on SMA: The conditions of intentional/incidental responses evoked a
significantly increased BOLD response in the SMA (see GLM results in Section 3: Fig. 3.A, B).
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To model the mechanisms underlying this effect, we tested whether the intrinsic (self-connections)
within the SMA were modulated by task-relevance, or not (Fig. 3C).
D. Interaction of SR congruence and task-relevance within the MOG: Nonlinear effects can be
accommodated within DCM (Stephan et al., 2008, see Methods Section 2.4 for detail) to allow for
internally generated interaction effects (Fig. 3D). Here, non-linear connections were introduced to
account for the interaction effect within the MOG region of interest. This allows for testing how
the insula cortex may exert top-down modulation over visual representations of actions. Four
alternative hypotheses were incorporated: the insula gating the V5 to MOG connection (low level
visual input to the action observation network, D1); or the insula gated the SMA to MOG
connection (integration of motor planning action observation, D2); or the insula gating the intrinsic
self-connections within the MOG node (modulating activity within this region, D3); or, a null
effect lacking non-linear modulation (D4).
All combinations of these various hypothesis yielded the 48 distinct models tested by comparing
the likelihood of all models as estimated by variational Bayes using Free Energy to implement
Bayesian Model Selection (BMS).
The most likely model of effective connectivity for our data was the fifth model specified, with an
exceedance probability of 0.190, and a protected exceedance probability of 0.348 (Fig. 4). The
model combines the following specific features of each family: Driving inputs to both V5 and
SMA (model-space design Fig. 3, A1); modulation of stimulus congruency on the connection from
the SMA to the insula (B2); modulation of task-relevance (intentionality) on the self-connection
of the SMA (C1); and crucially – to explain the interaction between SR and intentionality – a
nonlinear gating of the connection from SMA to MOG, by the insula (D2).
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Figure 4: DCM model inversion. A) BMS exceedance probabilities of all 48 models. B) BMS
protected exceedance probabilities. Bayes Omnibus Risk (BOR) = 0.15. Break-out boxes: Red box
is the wining model (number 5); yellow box is the next-best performing model (number 2). C)
Mean parameter estimates for task modulations and nonlinear effects (B and D matrices,
respectively), and mean parameter estimates for driving inputs (C-matrix); D) Mean parameter
estimates (Ep) for intrinsic connections (A-matrix parameters), solid lines indicating connections
strengths of significant difference from zero (p<0.05).
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The model parameter estimates embody the mechanisms underlying task-related effects (Fig.
4C,D). To recap, the response of the MOG, taken to reflect action observation processing, was its
greatest during intentional imitation, i.e. the only task condition for which a mirror-matched
response was explicitly task relevant. The encoding of the intentional/incidental SR mapping
(Fig.3) is reflected in the stronger (additive) contribution to its self-connection by the SR
modulatory effect, which in essence increases the BOLD response when the SR mapping is
intentional, not incidental.
The effective connection from the SMA to the MOG represents the integration of the visual
representation of the observed action and its task-relevance to motor preparation. The insula
response reflected stimulus-response mismatch. So, by gating the SMA to MOG connection
through a negative nonlinear effect (Fig. 4C), the insula suppresses the interplay between action
observation and motor-preparation, when there is both a stimulus-response conflict detected (by
the insula) and when the SMA is preparing a stimulus-relative response (intentional rather than
incidental).
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Discussion

Dyadic and higher order human interactions rest upon the conjoint observation and planning of
action, with particular importance paid to the context-specific imitation and counter-imitation of
others. We sought to elucidate the integration of control and mirroring processes, examining
possible routes for the contextual gating of visuomotor information during intentional and
incidental (automatic) mirroring. For the current task, pitting intentional against incidental SR
mapping, higher order response-inhibition and goal-directed processes are required to explain the
observed interaction effect within a parietal-occipital region of the action observation network. In
particular, we sought to disambiguate amongst competing mechanisms for this congruence-byintentionality effect, given the representations of SR mismatch in the anterior insula. We found
that the insula played a pivotal role, gating connectivity between the SMA and MOG nodes, so
that the visual representation of mirror-matched actions was dampened when it was either taskirrelevant (pre-defined responses incidental to observed actions) or counter-productive to explicit
goals (intentional counter-imitation). These findings expand our understanding of the neural basis
of one of the most elemental of human behaviours – mirroring – and its placement within the
context of cognitive control and variable task demands. They also provide a benchmark for studies
of disturbances to mirroring as implicated in a myriad of disorders, including schizophrenia (Lee
et al., 2014), autism (Perkins et al., 2010) and echopraxia (Ganos et al., 2012).
As a whole, the mirror neuron system is posited to encompass both higher-order understanding,
such as goals and intentions underlying actions (Kilner et al., 2007a; Oztop et al., 2013; Sinigaglia,
2013), and lower-level, more automatic sensorimotor integration of the kinematics and visual
perception of actions (D'Ausilio et al., 2015; Kilner et al., 2003). This low-level of sensorimotor
integration has been established in the ‘automatic imitation’ behavioural effect during incidental
action observation (Heyes, 2011). Beyond this more automatic mapping, the question remains of
how top-down influences can guide the way mirror representations are engaged during intentional
response preparation. Previous evidence of controlled mirroring includes preparatory suppression
of corticospinal excitability, in which the neuromuscular mapping of observed actions is
dampened, both in advance of executing a non-imitative action (Cross and Iacoboni, 2014b; 2014a)
and viewing action stimuli passively after having previously been instructed to prepare nonimitative responses (Bardi et al., 2015). These measures of response suppression for non-mirrored
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actions show that the tendency for automatic imitation can be bent to task demands and intentions.
Here, we have offered a model for how this controlled mirroring can occur, through the
engagement of executive control networks. By directly comparing pro-active control processes
during intentional counter-imitation to reactive control during incidental counter-imitation, as well
as equivalent imitative contexts, our paradigm uniquely targeted the task-dependent control of this
imitative mirroring tendency. The modulation of effective connectivity between the SMA and
MOG, by the anterior insula, accounted for the cortical activity distinctly evoked by intentional
rather than incidental SR mapping. This integration of action observation and executive control
networks explains how the very human capacity for mirroring other agents can be deployed
adaptively to optimise our responses to ever changing demands.
Task-relevance was intended to target executive control and higher-order representations of SR
relationships. Such controlled mirroring is crucial to real-world interactions, in which context
offers necessary cues to control our more automatic tendency to ‘mirror’ a partner’s action. Even
if mirroring were solely congruent (which is unlikely), it is necessary that humans are capable of
inhibiting mirroring for normal social functioning. Whilst some degree of mimicry has been shown
to increase social cohesion and rapport (Hamilton, 2013; Chartrand and Bargh, 1999; Lakin &
Chartrand, 2003) “mimicking the passive unconscious behaviours of another person is tantamount
to mocking” (p. 338, Lakin & Chartrand, 2003). Indeed, excessive or exaggerated imitation may
indicate a disorder of response inhibition, for example extremely disordered imitation indicative
of echopraxia. This rare condition occurs in patients with frontal lobe damage who repeat all
observed actions, with such movements being involuntary, reflexive and automatic (Ganos et al.,
2012; Lhermitte et al., 1986). Our model concurs with the anterior frontal lobe being required for
intentional suppression of mirroring during passive action observation (Bien et al., 2009), the
opposite of the compulsive imitation observed in echopraxia. Moreover, Bien and colleagues (Bien
et al., 2009) have described a general pattern of response inhibition relating to information flow
from mid-frontal and insula areas via premotor to parietal and temporal-occipital cortices, i.e. from
frontal control back through fronto-parietal networks, along an anterior (motor) to posterior
(visual) pathway. We also highlighted a hierarchy for effectivity connectivity between the anterior
insula over the SMA and influencing communication with the MOG.
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There are several caveats of our study. Crucially, we have adopted one particular use of DCM,
integrating specific hypotheses into a relatively restrictive model space. Indeed, our models were
purposely constrained to as few regions of interest as possible to explain the BOLD responses
evoked by our task, yet still capturing visual, motor, mirror, and executive control functions.
Nevertheless, as with any study, other hypotheses could have been entertained. For example, we
did not include other regions of the control system in our model network, such as the inferior
frontal gyrus pars operculum (IFGpo). Past findings of the IFGpo being engaged during controlled
mirroring have positioned this as the frontal node of the mirror neuron system providing a
connection with executive control networks (Cross et al., 2013). This previous study focused on
effective connectivity within the frontal control networks (ACC, mPFC, aINS), to this frontal
mirror region (IFGpo), and produced evidence of SR conflict (mismatch) modulating the anterior
insula connection with the IFGpo (Cross et al., 2013). Our streamlined DCM designs do not
preclude the effective connections of this previous model (Cross et al., 2013). Indeed, given that
the IFGpo is itself implicated in frontal control networks (Cai et al., 2014b; Dosenbach et al.,
2008), with co-activation of the anterior insula and IFGpo being a consistent finding in responseinhibition (Dosenbach et al., 2008; 2007), we acknowledge that the IFG may also contribute to
control processes as modelled here. Nonetheless, we have clearly shown a crucial role of the
anterior insula in this modulatory process. Specifically, the anterior insula influenced the
integration of motor preparation from the SMA with the visual representations of actions in the
MOG. This agrees with previous work which marked the anterior insula as integral for detecting
behaviourally salient stimuli and successful response-inhibition within the cingulo-opercula
control network (Cai et al., 2014b). Thus, we have disentangled specific detail of where top-down
control is exerted amongst the interrelated processes of action observation, mirroring and motor
planning.
Another point of note is that our models did not explicitly include a node within a canonical mirror
area. Having taken a data-driven approach for defining our regions of interest with the explicit aim
of describing the interaction effect observed, the ‘nodes’ of our model were restricted to the local
maxima detected by the GLM analysis. For the parietal-occipital cluster linked to the key
congruence-intentionality interaction, this data-driven approach placed the region of interest in the
occipital portion and not the parietal portion. Nevertheless, dynamic causal modelling does not
assume that all effects are described by the network nodes, rather it allows for other non-specified
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intermediate regions to be encompassed by those nodes and connections that are explicitly defined
(Zeidman et al., 2019). Moreover, the importance of regions of a wider action observation network
including temporal-occipital areas have often been overlooked by research focused on
frontoparietal regions (Lingnau and Downing, 2015). Thus, our present findings explain the
modulation of action observation processing beyond the classical frontoparietal mirror network.
This suggest that these regions of the ‘action-observation network’ play an important role in how
sensorimotor representations are integrated during imitation and counter imitation.
The human capacity for mirroring observed actions is integrated with higher-order cognitive
processes in a more complex and nuanced way than a direct one-to-one matching of stimulus and
response movements. Our behavioural paradigm targeted the task-relevance of mirror-matched
representations of observed actions for planning self-made movements. We have highlighted one
crucial aspect of this integrative process, namely the task-relevance or intentionality of performing
imitative actions. The engagement of executive control processes appears to gate the interactions
between the SMA and MOG through nonlinear modulation exerted by the insula cortex. These
findings point to several avenues for future work. For instance, it would be interesting to explore
the temporal dynamics of this hierarchical gating of the representations of observed actions
through use of imaging methods with higher temporal resolution (combined EEG-fMRI or MEG).
Subtle differences in the timing and the wave-forms of evoked responses in these regions could
allow our findings to be positioned within the broader theoretical framework of predictive coding
(Kilner et al., 2007a; 2007b). An alternative extension would be to reframe mirroring within a
hierarchy of other domain-general processes. For example, associative learning processes are
thought to underlie the formation of mirror associations (Heyes et al., 2005), yet the confluence of
task-relevance with sensorimotor experience is yet to be examined. This would assess whether the
hierarchical role of the anterior insula in context-dependent motor mirroring, as shown here, may
form a crucial circuit for more general processes that could similarly modulate the engagement of
other learnt sensorimotor associations and not just imitative actions.
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